OSN leads MENA Anti Piracy Coalition
OSN has joined forces under the ‘Anti-Piracy Coalition,’ to address and combat all forms of piracy that impact the
sector. OSN, Motion Picture Association of America (MPA), MBC Group, du, STN, JMC, Nilesat, Arabsat, Noorsat,
Eutelsat, and Viewsat will work alongside content owners, distributors, satellite owners, satellite service providers,
and advertisers, to raise awareness about the impact of piracy on the region’s TV industry.
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Telivised sector collaborates to launch its first "Anti
Piracy Coalition" in region
Many networks and channels have collaborated in the first "Anti Piracy coalition" to rise the awareness about
piracy and its effect on the televised industry sector. some of the channels were :MBC and OSN.
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Anti-Piracy Coalition to tackle content theft in MENA
Marking a regional first, leading broadcasters, satellite operators and service providers across the MENA have
joined forces under the ‘Anti-Piracy Coalition,’ to address and combat all forms of piracy that impact the
sector.Key industry players including OSN, Motion Picture Association of America (MPA), MBC Group, du, STN,
JMC, Nilesat, Arabsat, Noorsat, Eutelsat, and Viewsat will work alongside content owners, distributors, satellite
owners, satellite service providers, and advertisers, to raise awareness about the impact of piracy on the region’s
burgeoning television industry.Driven by a common goal to protect intellectual property rights, members of the
‘Anti-Piracy Coalition’ have outlined a voluntary code of conduct, while publically associating themselves as active
representatives of the coalition.The ‘Anti-Piracy Coalition’ will monitor piracy on satellite TV, ensure information
about pirate channels is shared among legitimate industry players and coordinate action against the pirates.
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Telecoms operators fight against piracy
Regional satellite operators and broadcasters have created an anti-piracy coalition. Members including OSN, MBC,
du, Nilesat and Eutelsat will work with content owners, distributors, satellite owners and service providers to warn
of piracy's effect on the TV industry.
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OSN leads MENA Anti Piracy Coalition
OSN has joined forces under the ‘Anti-Piracy Coalition,’ to address and combat all forms of piracy that impact the
sector. OSN, Motion Picture Association of America (MPA), MBC Group, du, STN, JMC, Nilesat, Arabsat, Noorsat,
Eutelsat, and Viewsat will work alongside content owners, distributors, satellite owners, satellite service providers,
and advertisers, to raise awareness about the impact of piracy on the region’s TV industry.
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TV industry joins forces to launch Anti-Piracy Coalition
Marking a regional first, leading broadcasters, satellite operators and service providers across the MENA have
joined forces under the ‘Anti-Piracy Coalition,’ to address and combat all forms of piracy that impact the sector.
Key industry players including OSN, Motion Picture Association of America (MPA), MBC Group, du, STN, JMC,
Nilesat, Arabsat, Noorsat, Eutelsat, and Viewsat will work alongside content owners, distributors, satellite owners,
satellite service providers, and advertisers, to raise awareness about the impact of piracy on the region's
burgeoning television industry.
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Firms assemble against pirates
Broadcasters, satellite operators and service providers across the region have joined forces to form an Anti-Piracy
Coalition. Among those who have signed up are OSN, Motion Picture Association of America, MBC Group, du, STN,
JMC, Nilesat, Arabsat, Noorsat, Eutelsat and Viewsat.
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TV industry joins forces to launch region's first 'AntiPiracy Coalition'
Marking a regional first, leading broadcasters, satellite operators and service providers across the MEN A have
joined forces under the 'Anti-Piracy Coalition,'to address and combat all forms of piracy that impact the sector.
Key industry players including OSN, Motion Picture Association of America (MPA), MBC Group, du, STN, JMC,
Nilesat, Arabsat, Noorsat, Eutelsat, and Viewsat will work alongside content owners, distributors, satellite owners,
satellite service providers, and advertisers, to raise awareness about the impact of piracy on the region's
burgeoning television industry.
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Televised sector untits to launch its first "Anti Piracy
Coalition" in region
Many networks and channels collaborated in the "Anti Piracy Coalition" , such as MBC and OSN. they united their
efforts to spread the awareness of piracy , and how to control this problem that has been affecting the televised
industry sector.
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Televised sector untits to launch its first "Anti Piracy
Coalition" in region
Many network and channels collaborated to join spreading the awareness against piracy , for its bad effect on the
televised industry sector . MBC group and OSN were from the channels that participated.
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Televised sector untits to launch its first "Anti Piracy
Coalition" in region
Many networks and channels in the televised sector, such as : MBC and OSN ,collaborated to rise the awareness
about piracy , and how it's affecting the progress of televised industry through time.
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TV industry joins forces to launch
Marking a regional first, leading broadcasters, satellite operators and service providers across the MENA have
joined forces under the ‘Anti-Piracy Coalition,’ to address and combat all forms of piracy that impact the sector.
Key industry players including OSN, Motion Picture Association of America (MPA), MBC Group, du, STN, JMC,
Nilesat, Arabsat, Noorsat, Eutelsat, and Viewsat will work alongside content owners, distributors, satellite owners,
satellite service providers, and advertisers, to raise awareness about the impact of piracy on the region’s
burgeoning television industry. Within the same context, Sam Barnett, Chief Executive Officer, MBC Group, added:
“Pirate channels are stealing hundreds of movies a week and broadcasting them across tens of millions of homes.
But, the really surprising fact is that a few otherwise respectable companies are assisting and supporting them to
do this. Our coalition will help raise awareness of the issue, galvanise support from the legitimate industry and
hopefully make life tougher for the pirates.”
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Coalition of broadcasters takes aim at satellite TV pirates
The region’s leading broadcasters are putting up a ‘code of conduct’ that satellite companies could sign up for to
tackle the mounting issue of premium TV content being delivered by “pirate” channels over satellites.
Broadcasters hope that once they sign up, satellite companies will stick to the letter and spirit of the code.Even
local telcos, etisalat and du, which have in recent years built up subscriber numbers for premium pay-TV channels
and pay-per-view movies are “supporting” the broadcasters’ push to clean up the marketplace. The code is strictly
voluntary, but market sources believe it makes for a good start and gets stakeholders to commit to a certain
course of action. “Many assume that theft of IP [intellectual property] is a victimless crime — but it hurts the
industry and the economy, and many countries treat it as a criminal offence and not civil,” said David Butorac,
CEO of OSN, the premium pay-TV broadcaster and which is backing the alliance — Broadcasters & Satellite AntiPiracy Coalition — to the hilt. “Regional governments can assist by bringing on board robust regulations and the
alliance is seeking to convince the authorities to do so.”
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